We have designed our new Shield Screens and Panels to address “back to the office” concerns. Our solutions will help companies create space and privacy for employees and keep them feeling safe and comfortable.
Privacy Screens | Three ways to connect, for the right fit

How do you need to attach your screen?
We designed three unique attachment systems that allow you to quickly define space and offer easy to clean surfaces to keep employees feeling safe and comfortable.

1. Desk Clamp Hardware
Clamp can be used on surfaces 1" - 1.25" thick

2. Freestanding Top Mounted Hardware
Freestanding hardware base is 1 7/8"

3. Panel Clamp Hardware
Panel hardware can be used on MOST panels 1 7/8" - 3.5" thick

About the products
- Sturdy acrylic surfaces
- Three bracket options
- Designed for easy cleaning
- Compatible with most applications
- Includes hardware and screen
- Can be used in freestanding, clamp, or panel-mounted application
- Freestanding package attaches with removable adhesive
- Clamp mount package attaches to the edge of a worksurface
- Panel-mounted application accommodates panels 2"-3.5" thick.
- Compatible with most Friant panel systems.

Product Notes
- Please ask about testing prior to ordering
Define space with two easy options
Separate space easily or create zones with Shield freestanding panels. Freestanding laminate panel with casters or feet provide a fast way to define space and feature hard surfaces that are easy to clean.

Product Notes
- Dimensions are actual
- Laminate is 3/4" thick
- Offered in Friant standard laminate or markerboard.

Hardware Specifications
- Stationary Hardware
  Easy to assemble, slide panels in easily
- Mobile Hardware
  Two wheels are lockable

About Freestanding Panels
- Two hardware options
- Designed for easy cleaning

Finish Options
1. Mobile - Legs – Cloud White
2. Mobile - Casters – Black
3. Feet – Cloud White
Stay safe, stay healthy.